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Abstract

SMMEs are drivers of economic growth in many economies. In South Africa, they play the strategic role of mediating on the triple challenge of poverty, unemployment, and inequality. However, many SMMEs fail within the first five years because of diverse challenges which they face regularly. Location decision is one of the ten critical decisions of Operations Management. Although, numerous SMMEs owners or managers do not pay attention to the importance of location decisions, yet the location of a business significantly impact on the performance and survival of the business. Several factors affect a location decision, which either provide a positive or negative outcome on business performance. The objective of this research is to examine location factors that may affect location decision and how these factors affect the performance of SMMEs. The results of the study show that positive relationships existed between electricity affordability, customer flows, safe and healthy areas of business environment (independent variables) and business performance (dependent variables). Affordability of electricity tariff scored the strongest positive relationship; showing that business owners/managers consider electricity cost as an important factor to observe when searching for suitable business premises. Each location choice provides various potentials opportunities and sometimes threats which often emerge as an advantage or an impediment. It is therefore imperative that business owners or managers pay attention and consider seriously, those factors that will determine the quality of their location decisions. This study provides SMMEs owners or managers with empirical evidence that location factors indeed affect location selection, and hence business performance.
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1. Introduction

While the importance of the Small, Micro, and Medium enterprises (SMMEs) is internationally acknowledged, defining an SMME is a challenging task, as SMMEs are variously defined on the basis of problematics surrounding their countries’ governance, economy, social, geo-localisation opportunities, and local perspectives (Credit, 2011) (Berisha and shiroka-pula, 2015). In South Africa, The National Small Business Act of South Africa defined SMMEs as distinct business entities managed by its owner or owners. Generally, any enterprises can be classified in accordance to employment, turnover and assets. Although all three criteria are applicable to an enterprise, for practical purposes, the number of employees is regarded as the most important criterion when defining SMMEs. With reference to South Africa, the National Small Business Act 102 of 1996 stipulates that SMMEs are grouped into four levels of development: (1) survivalist, (2) micro, (3) small, and (4) medium-sized enterprises (NTSIKA, 1997: 9). The first category, “survivalist”, performs in an informal way. Survival enterprises have minimal investment, capital; hence, they do not generate as much income as they need to grow. Owners of the businesses lack basic training needed to manage a business. The second category are Micro enterprises which also operate like survivalist enterprises. However, micro enterprises are likely to change to a formal small business. In the third category of small enterprises, also called "very small enterprises", less than ten paid workers are employed. Finally, the third category, “small enterprises”, belongs to the formal economy in which owners of businesses are able to employ less than hundred employees who are capable
of applying techniques and using related technology. Finally, medium enterprises operate like small enterprise, but their organizational structures include up to 200 employees (Joubert, and Schoeman, 1999) (Malefane, 2013) (Le Fleur, 2014).

Small, medium and micro enterprises play a significant role in the economy of South Africa. They create more employment than large enterprises. According to the South African National Treasury research in 2008, eight out of ten new job opportunities created in South Africa are derived from the SMMEs as they estimably contribute to the employment countrywide (Makakane, 2014). In 2016, 72.9% of South Africans were employed and 47% of these were hired by SMMEs (Rabothata, 2017).

1.1. Background

Johannesburg is South African’s biggest city and capital of Gauteng province (figure 1). The city is the economic powerhouse in the Southern region of Africa and also seen as a model for Africa’s economic development. Johannesburg is the wealthiest sub-Saharan city and without doubt, the economic hub of Africa (Dlamini, 2017). The city is a major contributor to the South African economy. Its economic growth rate is superior to both the national and Gauteng economic growth (Karuaihe, 2013).

Good entrepreneurial undertaking requires some basic skills. These skills include leadership, innovation, and the ability to make informed decisions in the events of technical, economic, social and environmental risks. Therefore, a successful entrepreneur is someone who has the ability to manage the ever changing commercial-economic situation and taxation laws. This implies that an entrepreneur is also someone who is able to make sound strategic decisions concerning the business especially location decisions (Chatterjee and Das, 2016).

The location decision of a facility is part of a corporate planning process. Generally, an enterprise initiates the site selection process by forecasting future capacity requirements. If capacity shortages are in the forecasts, the managers may choose to subcontract, expand existing sites, or relocate to a new site. If the business owners or managers decide on relocating, the location decision is formed to accomplish the project. The structure of the location decision team depends on the enterprise organization. In some companies, the location decision team generally consists of representatives from relevant areas, such as real estate. The role of the site selection team is to identify and determine what characteristics and factors are important for the new location by considering the enterprise's overall strategy (Blair and Premus, 1987).
Generally, the starting point of many start-up enterprises initially is from informal locations, for example, the home of the business owners from where they improve and gradually grow, to the extent of deciding to relocate to more spacious and formal premises. This expansion most often results in the creation of additional job opportunities (Barnard et al., 2011).

Despite the ability of the South African SMMEs to stimulate both economic growth and job opportunities, some of them face various challenges including poor location due to lack of knowledge on decision strategies. This consequently restrain them from achieving the standards set; hence impact on the performance and productivity of their enterprise. From many scholars, location decision problems have been prevalent for a long time and, are often studied and referred to as plant or facility location problems (Chen et al., 2014). It is important for the business owners and managers to consider the implication of poor location decisions on their business’s performance, since the survival and growth is dependent on location choices. As a matter of fact, SMMEs have a high possibility of failure than large and well-established businesses (Willerton, 2010). Additionally, it has been opined that location decision is the most decisive factor that determines an enterprise success or failure. Therefore, a good location is the “keystone to profitability”. (Hernandez, 2001).

The first objective of the study is to identify important factors that generally affect location decision. Secondly, investigate whether relationships between the location factors and the performance of enterprises exist. The scope of this research is limited to the SMMEs in the city of Johannesburg in South Africa.

Emerging businesses contribute significantly to poverty reduction, stimulation of economic activities. Innovation is propagated as a competitive strategy to improve the productivity of the existing SMMEs (Lekhanya, 2015). This research is of value to business owners who are saddled with the problem of where to locate their businesses. It also provide an insight to business owners to gain more knowledge on locations decisions and how location choices can influence their business performance and survival. Furthermore, this study demonstrate that individual or combined factors selected can help determine if they are on the right path towards making a good location decision. In South Africa, SMMEs are extensively promoted by the local government. In fact, the provincial investment portfolios in 2017, allude to the fact that small and medium enterprise are indispensable for the development of the South African economy (Benghu, 2017).

2. Literature

Over the years, the SMME sector has been considered as an important agent in maintaining and improving the economy and development of South Africa (Adams et al., 2012). SMMEs have extensively and consistently contributed to the growth and improvement of the South African economy, particularly in the creation of employment, which also plays an important role in cultivating and enhancing socio-economic development, and reducing poverty as well as resulting in the mitigation of crime (Abor and Quartey, 2010). The performance of SMMEs has generated considerable attention from scholars and other decision-makers. Research into SMMEs performance measured SMMEs performance as overall outcomes of a business in terms of cash flow, profitability, customer satisfaction, sales growth and employee growth (Sidik, 2012) (Pooe et al., 2015).

2.1. Location decisions

Location decision is a well-established research area within Operations Management and is one of the ten major decision areas of operations management (Render and Heizer, 2016). Extant literature demonstrates the relevance of good location to cooperate prosperity (Melo et al., 2009, Drezner and Hamacher, 2004). Location decision involves the establishment of the physical geographical space to build a factory or a business. It is a long-term commitment and of strategic relevance. The need for appropriate facility location is significant for both new businesses and existing businesses. Location decision alternatives are about (1) Expanding an existing facility instead of relocating, (2) Maintaining the current location while adding another facility elsewhere, or (3) closing the existing location and locating to another site.

The objective of location decision is to maximize the benefit of an enterprise (Render and Heizer, 2016). On the other hand, location decision requires choosing a site for a business to minimize the cost of operations (Kodali and Routroy, 2006). According to Aswathappa et. al., (2010) “Plant location is the function of determining location for a plant for maximum operating economy and effectiveness.” Location decision is an aspect of operations management related to the location of new business in order to optimize at least one objective such as cost, profit, distances, competitive advantage, service, or waiting time. The choice of where to locate a business is a decision that every business has to
make including in public and private businesses, military environment, national and international domains etc. (Farahani et. al., 2010).

Location decision is a broad subject, impacting many operational and logistical decisions, and location projects usually implicate long-term investments. On the other hand, an inappropriate business location can negatively affect a business performance, and may bankrupt an enterprise. Once a wrong location decision is made, it becomes extremely difficult and costly to change, particularly in large facilities (Aswathappa et. al., 2010). Thus, business owners/managers must choose not only a well performing facility for the current situation, but also a viable facility for the lifetime of the company (Farahani and Hekmatfar, 2009). A research shows that when business owners search for a location to conduct their business, they have a tendency to select a location that will satisfy the need of the business. Choosing an appropriate location can significantly increase the enterprise’s market competitiveness, positively resulting in greater profit, reduced cost, and employee satisfaction. However, inappropriate location can have consequences and negative effects on the enterprise (Martyniuk et al., 2017). Therefore, before making a location decision, it is imperative for business owners to know their type of enterprises (manufacturing, service, retail or industrial) because each of them has their own specific location requirements. Then, location factors and market research should be examined so that the selection of the business location is informed by data rather than gut feeling. Location factors represent a set of crucial elements in the selection of location (Hlinku, 2014).

2.2. Strategic importance of location

Location selection plays a significant role in the strategic design of an enterprise, especially international ones (Owen and Daskin, 1998; Melo et. al. 2009). However, it is a complex process that does not allow a business to change its location frequently. Choosing the appropriate location among a given set of alternatives is difficult work requiring the assessment of both qualitative and quantitative factors (Athawale and Chakraborty, 2010).

One of the strategic decisions made by many enterprises is the location of their businesses. Render and Heizer affirmed that many companies throughout the world use the concept and techniques of location decision. Location has a considerable influence on the overall risk and profit of a business. Companies make location decisions infrequently usually because of the capacity of the facility or the changes of the labour productivity, exchange rate, cost and local attitudes (Render and Heizer, 2016).

2.3. Factors affecting location decision

When deciding on a location, the analysis to inform any location decision should include certain potential factors (MacCarthy, 2003). There are various factors affecting the business owners’ decision making processes. However, Business owners can control their location decisions but are not able to control single or combined location factors (Verdonk, 2010). Heizer and Render suggested that the key success factors affecting locations decisions should be grouped based on the country, region, site decisions and type of the company. This includes: rental rates, labour, the electricity tariffs, proximity to customers, competitors, or suppliers, and attractiveness of the location (in terms of considerations such as safety and culture). Based on the literature, Figure 1 illustrates a theoretical framework of the factors that affect SMMEs performance. The premises cost and availability also determine where the location of the business will be (Heizer and Barry, 2014). As a matter of fact, properties offers different rental tariffs depending on the type of businesses due to the demand and supply in the property market (Barnard et al., 2011). The factors are further discussed below:

**Labour**: A crucial factor in location decisions. Considered as variable costs, this factor is particularly important to location decisions and receives more attention when searching for a relevant site (Jackson, 2010). In fact, it has observed that generally location decisions are commonly made based on the labour factor. Labour includes wage rates, availability of qualified workers and labour force, workers attitudes towards the work, availability of cheap labour cost in community, as well as the overall work ethic, and the measurement of the degree of turnover and absenteeism of the area (MacCarthy, 2003; McCubrey, 2016).

**Electricity rate**: The electrical requirements of appropriate location differ based on the sector or type of the business. Nevertheless, regardless of the type of property business owners must ensure that the premises conform to health and safety regulations. Electricity is one of the largest business property expenses which can be tackled by business owners through different cost-saving approaches such as well-managed energy and lighting. These approaches can prevent enterprises from abrupt increases of electricity cost and avoid incurring those cost to end users products or services.
Therefore, it would be advantageous to search for premises that already have electrical energy-efficient system installed (Barnard, et al., 2011).

**Location proximity to customer:** Locating proximally to customers is a major factor for customer-focused enterprises, but particularly businesses providing services such as restaurant and barbers who believe that locating near the market targeted is the primary location factor. Other reason for location proximity to the customer is to avoid transportation cost of finished goods as well as maintaining the just in time (JIT) production (Eze et al., 2015).

**Location proximity to suppliers:** Other businesses prefer to locate proximally to raw materials and suppliers due to the transportation cost, perishability of products (Heizer, Barry, 2014). In addition, some businesses prefer to locate near their suppliers when a major raw material input is required and that raw material is costly to ship in its raw state (Barnard et al., 2016). The inputs of some businesses are raw materials, which might be the major input to produce product or provide services. Materials might not necessarily be use for the production of products but for equipment, everything that facilitate the production process (Fuchs et al, 2011).

**Location proximity to competitors:** Surprisingly, some businesses prefer to locate close to other competitors. It is called “clustering”. It is a concept that support the fact that locating near competitors is an indication of attraction of competition (Render and Heizer, 2014). Clustering is advantageous for both customers and businesses in the sense that for customers it decreases the time of searching a suitable enterprise because clustering provides customers various choices in a specific region, and for businesses it increases competitive advantage (Chen and Tsai, 2015). Either facing direct and indirect competitors, the competition factors commonly happen from low cost and the differentiation of products or services. Competition also involves finding good suppliers in the sense that if there are potentials customers, supplier will obtain contracts from them. Competition of the supplier can influence the whole supply chain management group because if the density of competition is high, it would affect material cost, transportation cost and quality of service (Thumawongchai and Huang, 2011).

**Safety and health regulations:** Every business owner should make sure that the premises location comply with safety, welfare, and healthy regulations, furthermore, the workplace environment should be comfortable for employees. Research shows that workplace environment are positively correlated with productivity and job satisfaction of employees in the sense that physical workplace has an impact on the employees attitudes. Those attitudes are formed by controlled noise level inside or outside the premises, a quality internal workplace atmosphere characterised by the right natural and artificial lighting, temperature, and adequate ventilation system (Fassoulis and Nikolas, 2015).

### 2.4. Businesses performance

Measuring performance is necessary for SMMEs because it helps them to determine the success or failure of the business and acts as an indicator to achieve sustainable improvement activities (Kirsten et al., 2015). Business performance is also affected by both quantitative and qualitative factors and represents both financial and non-financial aspects of the business’s performance. Some financial aspects used to measure business performance include sales revenue, profitability, sales growth, cost reduction, and return on investment. (Barnard, et al., 2011). Meanwhile, non-financial aspects involve factors such as the quality of product or services, productivity, customer satisfaction, the quality of materials, the efficiency of production processes, innovation and the performance of employees (Perera and Baker, 2007) (Vos and Roulston, 2008).

The location decision conceptual framework has six independent variables and business performance as the dependent variable. The independent variables are labour, electricity rate, proximity to customer, proximity to supplier, Proximity to competitors, and safety and health. Figure 2 shows relationship between these predetermined location factors and business performance.
3. Methodology

3.1. Research design

The objective of this research is to establish the influence of location decision factors on SMMEs’ performance. The evaluation of the location decision factors was based on the literature review of Barnard, Kritzinger, and Krüger (Banard et al., 2011). The location factors were compared against the performance of SMMEs to determine their relationship.

This research used quantitative descriptive survey. A survey refers to collecting information from a sample of people through their response to series of questions, with the objective of describing and exploring human behavior (Ponto, 2015). Quantitative data refers to data or information that are descriptive in nature. They are obtained by using structured and validated data-collection instruments and statistically analyzed. The findings should be generalisable and therefore can be applied to other populations, facilitating to look at cause and effect as well as making forecasting (Leung, 2015). The purpose is to determine the relationship between an independent variable and a dependent variable in a population.

3.2. Research instrument

A survey questionnaire was used to collect the primary data for this study. The questions were designed to achieve the objective of the study. The survey was divided into two parts: the first part was dealt with the demographical aspects and the second part contained the close-ended questions. A five-point Likert scale on location factors was used in this questionnaire with responses ranging from Strongly Disagree (1), Disagree (2), neutral (3), Agree (4), Strongly Agree (5). To determine the reliability of the scale a Cronbach’s Alpha calculation was conducted to test the internal consistency within the items.

3.3. Data collection

The population for this study represents business owners/managers of SMMEs in the manufacturing and service sector in Johannesburg. The targeted sample was selected from this population. Due to the time constraint 80 SMMEs were approached. Only 56 SMMEs responded by completing the questionnaire.

The respondents of the survey were informed that their responses to the survey would only be used for the purpose of the study and would remain confidential. The results obtained were an explanation on the impact of the independent variables (Labour, electricity rate, proximity to customer, proximity to supplier, proximity to competitors, safety and health regulations) on the dependent variable (SMMEs performance).

The SPSS 25 analytical software was used to analyse the data. This software was able to analyse descriptive statistics and inferential statistics such as chi-square and logistic regression. From all this, it was possible to conclude on the impact of location factors on SMMEs performance.
3.4. Data analysis

Reliability relates to the consistency of a measure. A respondent completing an instrument meant to measure a variable should approximately produce the same responses each time the test is completed (Heale, 2015). The Cronbach Alpha coefficient was calculated in order to assess the internal reliability of all items in the questionnaire.

The descriptive analysis is used to summarize the respondents’ characteristics and their businesses. A number of statistical methods were used to analyse the primary data gathered from the questionnaires in order to test the relationship between the independent and dependent variables. Descriptive statistics involve gathering, reporting, and summarising data so that a simple representation of a large amount of data can be comprehended (Loeb et al., 2017).

Inferential statistics are used to draw conclusions about a population on the basis of the sample (Ali and Bhaskar, 2016). In order to verify whether relationships exist between the independent variables (Labour, electricity rate, proximity to customers, proximity to supplier, proximity to competitors and safety and health) and the dependent variable (business performance), a chi-square ($\chi^2$) test is used. This test gives only evidence of a relationship or no relationship. On the other hand, logistic regression is used to determine which variables identified is the most important.

4. Findings and discussions

4.1 Frequency Distributions on demographic data of respondents

Survey respondents were all SMME owners/managers and the largest demographic within the sample group was more black males between the ages of 30 and 39 years old. As indicated in Figure 3, 55.6% of the respondents were male. On the other hand, 44.4% were female. Figure 3 shows that the majority of the respondents are from black population group with a percentage of 55.4%, one possible reason for this high ratio can be the percentage distribution of the population in Johannesburg. 76.4% of the population are classified as black, 87.6% as black African, 5.6% as coloured and 4.9% as Asian/Indian (Statistics South Africa, 2011). The results also show that only 5.4% are from the white population group. Figure 5 indicates that most respondents were between the ages of 30-39 years old. 33.9% were between the ages of 20-29 years, 23.2% between the ages of 40-49 years, and 5.4% between the ages of 50-59. Few respondents who were less than 20 years old participated in the study. In summary, there are more young black South African entrepreneurs who participated in the study.

![Figure 3. Demographic data of respondents](image)

Most respondents were owners of their enterprises. Table 1 shows that 69.6% are owners, 12.5% are managers, and 17.9% are both owners and managers of their businesses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Occupational level</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Valid Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owners</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>69.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manager and owner</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 indicates that most owners or managers who participated in the survey have a working experience within their enterprises from 3 to 6 years. 33.9% of managers or owners have from 6 to 10 years working experience, 14.3% between 10 and 20 years working experience, and few owners have been running their businesses for less than 3 years.
### 4.2. Frequency Distributions on demographical data of respondents’ enterprises

The results represented in Figure 4 reveals that the majority of the business owners or managers businesses have been running between 3 and 6 years and the most common size of businesses were small enterprises counting employees within a range of 10 to 49 workers. Finally, 87.3% of respondents indicated the type of their business falling within the service sector meanwhile the 12.7% of businesses are from the industrial or manufacturing sector.

![Figure 4. Demographical data of respondents’ businesses](image)

### 4.3. Reliability results

To determine the reliability of the questionnaire items, the Cronbach Alpha coefficients (α) were calculated. The results report on the variables, namely labour, electricity rate, proximity to customer, proximity to supplier, and safety and health. This study does not report on the Cronbach Alpha coefficients of proximity to competitors as it was not possible to calculate its reliability. Table 3 provides the results of Cronbach Alpha coefficients (α) mentioned:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Cronbach Alpha (α)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Labour</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximity to customer</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximity to supplier</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety and health</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A measuring instrument or item is classified as reliable if the reliability coefficient is equal to or above 0.70. The greater the Cronbach Alpha coefficients, the greater the internal reliability of the items will be (Taber, 2017). For the purpose of this study the limit of 0.70 was used. As Table 1 illustrates, some variables obtained Cronbach Alpha coefficients of above 0.70: Labour and safety and health achieved the highest internal reliability. The variable electricity rate obtained the lowest and poorest Cronbach Alpha coefficient. In conclusion, beside electricity rate, the rest of these items were deemed acceptable.

### 4.4. Chi-square results

The Chi-square is a worthy analysis tool that provides significant information about the nature of research data (McHugh, 2013). It examines if there is a relationship between two variables. In another words, it can test if two variables are independent or not. In order to confirm that a significant relationship exist, a $P$ value should be less than 0.05 (Greenland et al., 2016). In this research, The items that pass the chi square test are the following: Healthy area

![Table 3. Cronbach's coefficient alpha (α) value](image)
with a \( p \) value of 0.047, safe area with a \( p \) value of 0.046, customer high flow 0.042, and affordability of electricity \( p<0.001 \). The item that provides a significant result is the affordability of electricity.

### Table 4. Chi square tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Chi square value</th>
<th>( P ) value</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Labour availability</td>
<td>0.019*</td>
<td>0.891</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasonable labour cost</td>
<td>2.511*</td>
<td>0.113</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitable labour cost</td>
<td>2.511*</td>
<td>0.113</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labour skills</td>
<td>0.650*</td>
<td>0.420</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity cost</td>
<td>1.702*</td>
<td>0.192</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Affordable electricity</strong></td>
<td><strong>15.633</strong>*</td>
<td><strong>0.000</strong></td>
<td><strong>S</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximity to customer</td>
<td>0.015*</td>
<td>0.902</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer accessibility</td>
<td>1.286*</td>
<td>0.257</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>High customer flow</strong></td>
<td><strong>4.139</strong>*</td>
<td><strong>0.042</strong></td>
<td><strong>S</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximity to supplier</td>
<td>0.777*</td>
<td>0.378</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier accessibility</td>
<td>5.721*</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximity to competitors</td>
<td>1.542*</td>
<td>0.214</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Safe area</strong></td>
<td><strong>3.987</strong>*</td>
<td><strong>0.046</strong></td>
<td><strong>S</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Healthy area</strong></td>
<td><strong>3.954</strong>*</td>
<td><strong>0.047</strong></td>
<td><strong>S</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although “supplier accessibility” meets most of the chi square requirements, this category does not exceed the expected count (1.73) which should at least be 5.

Based on the result in Table 4, selecting an area where the electricity tariff is affordable has significant impact on the SMMEs performance. In addition, this research demonstrates that selecting a safe and healthy area in Johannesburg will definitely affect the survival of the enterprise. Finally, locating in an area where the accessibility to suppliers is possible may influence a business performance.

### 4.5. Logistic regression results and interpretation

Unlike the chi-square, Logistic regression measures the strength of the relationship between the outcome variable the predictors (Liao and McGee, 2003). The logistic regression table below shows which items have the most significant relationship with the dependent variable (business performance). Affordable electricity tariff has the strongest relationship, followed by safety and health, and high customer flow.

### Table 5. Logistic regression result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>S.E.</th>
<th>Wald</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Exp(B)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Safety and Health</td>
<td>1.606</td>
<td>0.644</td>
<td>6.218</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>4.985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affordable electricity tariff</td>
<td>-2.179</td>
<td>0.837</td>
<td>6.775</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High customer flow</td>
<td>-2.396</td>
<td>1.149</td>
<td>4.349</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-3.503</td>
<td>2.159</td>
<td>2.633</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.030</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5. Limitation and recommendations for future study

This study only targeted manufacturing and service industries in Johannesburg, South Africa. Consequently, this could limit the generality of the findings to other sectors such as the trading and distribution sectors. Hence, it is recommended that future research should cover other sectors and other geographical areas. In addition, there are many other location factors not examined in this research, such as transportation, location proximity to police station (security), location based South African laws, xenophobia, quality of life, and availability of communication network. Examining these additional location factors would provide SMMEs owners or managers with greater knowledge about location decisions. Narratives on individual experiences of SMME owners on the consequences of their location choices can enrich the understanding, therefore, in depth interviews are recommended. The interviews will allow business owners and managers to share their lived experience on the factors that informed their location choices and the perceived implications.
6. Conclusion and recommendations
Many start-up mistakes can sometimes be remedied, but a poor location decision is difficult, and sometimes impossible to change (The staff of entrepreneur media, 2015). The location of a business significantly impacts on the business’s survival. Each location choice provides various potentials, opportunities and sometimes threats which often emerge as an advantage or an impediment. It is therefore imperative that business owner and managers pay attention and consider seriously, those factors that will determine the quality of their location decisions.

Given the high level of business failure among SMMEs all over the world and South Africa in particular; the study is a contribution to the illumination of the understanding of new ventures in the area of location decisions; so that they are able to make informed decisions which may improve the chances of survival of their businesses. This research has presented the perception of location decision of SMMEs in the city of Johannesburg. Particularly, the research investigated the degree to which the predetermined variables (labour, electricity factors, proximity to customers, proximity to suppliers, proximity to competitors, and safe and healthy location) affect the dependent variable which is business performance.

The research established that among all the variables, affordable electricity tariffs has the strongest and positive relationship with business performance. It was also discovered that safety and health and high customer flow have a relationship with business performance. Nevertheless, the theoretical results show that all six independent variables influence location decisions and therefore business performance.

Furthermore, more companies as part of their contribution to the growth and development of SMMEs, should sponsor programs and conferences to share ideas and experiences on the import of location decision and what criteria can be used for location analysis to enable SMMEs make informed location selection decision for their business.
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